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AT THE PHITE HOUSE
l·VITH RON NESSEN
AT 11:00 A.M. EDT
JUNE 18, 1976
FRIDAY
MR. NESSEN: Let Janice Adele pass out these
statements. They are self-explanatory, and v7hile she is
doing that I will give you tvhatever other little information
I have.
The President had a meeting this morning with his
National Security and diplomatic advisors beginning at
8:30, it lasted about an hour. The attendees were the
President, Kissinger, Bush, General Brown, Dick Cheney,
Jack Harsh, Clements and Scm-Jcroft. The prupose was to
review the situation in Lebanon and the plans for the
evacuation.
The President has cancelled his trip to Iowa
because of the impending evacuation and the situation in
Lebanon. r1rs. Ford and Jack Ford will be going in his
place.
The only other thing I have to tell you is that
the bodies of .AI!lbassador Meloy and Counselor Haring will
be arriving at Andrews at 4:20 tomorrot.J afternoon and the
President will go to Andrews to pay his respects. The
Cabinet meeting, which is about to begin -- and I think some
of you are in the pool to see that -- is a long-scheduled
Cabinet meeting unrelated to the situation in Lebanon.
Q

Can we go file?

MR. NESSEN:
Q

Will it be discussed, Ron?

MR. NESSEN:
Q

Yes.

Let me find out.

Will you read the statement?

~1R. NESSEN:
Due to the continuing uncertainty
of the situation in Beirut, the President has directed the
United States Embassy there to assist in the departure
by overland convoy to Damascus of U.S. citizens who wish to
depart Lebanon at this time.
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The convoy is expected to leave Beirut Saturday,
and American citizens are being alerted both by the Embassy
and by broadcast on the Voice of America to be prepared for
departure at that time, if they so wish.
The remains of Ambassador Francis t1eloy and Mr.
Robert Waring have been brought to Damascus overland. They
will be picked up by a u.s. plane and returned to the United
States, arriving on Saturday.
Only those Embassy officials not essential to our
continuing operations will be leaving Lebanon. The American
Embassy in Beirut is to remain open to continue our efforts
to help bring an end to the strife t•rhich has brought this
tragedy to Lebanono
THE PRESS:

Thank you, Ron.

END

(11:10 A.M. EDT)

10:20 until 11:12
Kissinger
Scow croft
General Brown
Marsh
Bush
Clements
Hyland
Cheney

\

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

NSC has just informed me
that Habib was also at the
meeting.
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TO:

sent by Se:-.cretary cf Ddense Donalrl Rumsfeld

SECDE'F .
ft~L C01·DWIDS P.ARTICIPATWG IN THE BEIRUT EVACUXriON O'PER.l:.TION'

Prcsidcn t: l:'ord h<ts asked thr.lt his tlt'anks and

c.ongr.::~tulations

be e:xtended

for the succeBsf.ul co:npleti.on o£ this operation.

I offer my personal appreciation to those m,::m'be-r.s of the U.S. Ar>r:ed Forces
'-'ho h;;:ve .participD.tr:d in the successful evacuation of
,pQrsonD~l

V .S.

and foreign

from the city of.Bcirut.
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the operatio;.1.
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The missio~1 wa:; succ~ssfully ::.~ccon;pl:l.s:hcd aad tho;::;e
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20
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1976

(All times based on p17el:l.ninary renorts)

0123 EDT

Execute Nessaga

Dispatched
0230 EDT

Sp2i(;t:>l Grove arrived 3 r.uJ.es off Beirut Bc3c.h

0310 EDT

LCU

- 1651+

0328 EDT

LCU

BE.:ach~d

0333 EDT

LCU R!!=np

0356 EDT

105 evacuees

0402 EDT

120 evacuees 2.hoard LCU.
in hotel. .

0~07

176 evacu<~es o::t board. LCU loading sat:tsfactornJ.ly. Nc
furthcx: bre.akc'o'..rn avai.lz:ble.
Rr:.portcd 2 1-mc. 2 UPI) 1 f,p
reporter (s) on beach a.mo::tg evacue,;;>s. Security ruma:Lns good. ·

ED!

··· C·430 EDT

0~42 ED~

PCjJ::trted Speir;cl Grove for Ba.ach

Lo\,•·:?.r~d
C>l."l

to Erlbark Evacuees

Board LCU.

EV3CU(:(~S

ar~

being loaded

Attcmptiug to VC'.:l:ify

.

1!~\le

tbee.n ir:forlncd that 1Bst bus h:?.s urri .vcd nt
Presently 2 72 evacue.es on LCU.

LCU

C'v£:CU88H

c1~;ba:rlt

still

r;:!.tc . .

d~parted baa~1

Ot.t17 EDT::·.-.ll.round.270'evacur;:c&· on bo2rd ,l..CU vct·if'i,::d., · Report of no
remnin.:i.ng evac.u<?-es ...on beach. •..
04.52 · EDT..:,.LCU :_p't"esc:.:=ly::-.t,, 400 ;:J'ii:rds ::frcni'.Spc:!.g~l- ·Grove -,;;md:
Xedical-status ··o£ ev:.:..cucas:

1
1
1
1

evacuee ,.,.i!:h brokcm
preg W{)ma~•

closb~g;

:--,

P-'l.""ln

child at breast

ag'"d
2 dog:;
l !J~u·t;:,.ke.et
.

..

.

*

•

0455 EDT

DuB tc !>t-7ells in th~ _~r~"':, debark of cvacu~es on nec0;;;o,!atio-:.1 l;;.c•:.-.;
not considered s<lf<~. Evact.was to b..:: on· io<ld~d· il~··-t:_,cil ·<1-cck. LC0
advised by secu=ity f6~ce (on Beach) that, only evacuees ou hand
when left, t1:H:;re would be no !:lore cv;;cu~cs.

0508 EDT

LCU \,•as advised by convoy radio th~"t once l.CU le!t: beach th1:ra \.'::.,~,;:: ·
be no ~o~e evacuees

-·

., .r

0512 ED!

LCU entered Speigel Grove well deck.

05~3

Spei.gel Grovt~ released and evacuation opcrat.i.on terminated.

EDT
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EVACUATION

£h.rono1QSY
20 June 1976
(.<U.l times based on

P~1E,1.FY

reports)

~

0123 LU'£

Execut¢. Message
Dispatched

0230 EDT

Speigel Grove arrived 3 miles off Beirut Beach

0310 EDT

LCU - 1654 Departed Speigel Grove for

I.

J>esch~d

0328 EDT LCtT

0333.EDT

B~~ch

I

i

LCU Ramp Lowered to Embark Evacuees·

I

t

I

0356 EDT

evacu~es

105

'
loadpd

on Board LCU.

I

;

0402 EDT 120 evacuees aboard LCU.

!

I

,I

Attempting to verify evacuees st:Dl

in hotel.
0407 EDT

/ 0436 EDT

176 evacuees on board. LCU loading satisfactorally:. No
further breakdown a~ailable.
Reported 2 NBC, 2 UBit l AP
reporter(s) on beach among evacuees. Security rer.1~ins good.

I

l

Have' been informed that last bus has arrived at ell'.b;arl!:. s:ite.
Presently 272 evacuees on LCU.
1
I

0442 ~~DT

j

LCU. departed beach .. :

I

· 0447 EDT:.7.Around.2.70 ev.ac.uee.a·on board ,LCU verified.- Repo1:tlof no
remaining .evacuees ...on beach.
I·

'

I

0452 ·ED! !:...LCU.:.:presently. :-4. 4oo.::ya:rds :.from·.:Speigel,:Grove~andt·c~ ot~i!!~p o:-::

. .

Z.!edi.cal-status -of evacuees: ~ =
l evacuee with broken arm
1 preg woman

•

J

''-

•

!

l child at breast

I

1 aged
2 dogs
l pnrake.et

l
·;

' \-;

I

04SS EDT . Due to s.vr~~ls in the ~~r~~~~ ~-eb~r~ .of evas~e~~ -~n__·~:Jc.o.~od_atic:-1 lad de.~
no~ considered safe •. Evacuees to be. on loaded in ~:ell ·deck.
LCU
advised by security fo-::ce (on Be.ach) that • only evrcuees on. h::md.
when left, there would be no more evacuees.
l
0508 EDT

l.Cl1

wa~

advised by convoy radio that once LCU leftf be.ach there

..

be no more evacuees

..

~.:ou:!..d

0512 EDT

LCU entered Speigel Grove well deck.

0543 EDT

Zpeigel Grove released and evacuation operation ten~inated.
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BEIRUT EVACUATION:
FOLLOW -UP

Q:

Now that the Americans and others have left Beirut for Athens
are there any plans for furth~r evacuation of American citizens?

A:

As you know, we urged all Americans who wished to depart to do
so and provided the means for their departure.
now for further evacuations.

There are no plans

Of course we do have an embassy

staff in Beirut and should the situation deteriorate to the point
where further departures are necessitated, we are prepared to
take steps to assist Americans in leaving.

Q:

On what basis did the President make his deci. sions? To what
extent did the assassinations of our diplomats contribute to
the decision making?
.~

A:

The President had to consider a wide range of alternatives in
making his decisions on evacuation those who wished to leave.
This was not a simple case of getting American citizens out of
the country nor was it prompted simply by the tragic deaths of
our diplomats; there is a very serious security situation in
Beirut.

When we decided to join efforts with others who already

had or were in the process of departing

(French~

U.N., British)

it was not a question of whether to evacuate but rather how to
evacuate given the situation at the time.

...

-2-

The President:l s choice of the sea route as opposed to the

~ ~~ q---:rV-

convo y was b&on his determmation to contribute to
calming the situation rather than exacerbating it.

And I

would remind you that no one was forced to leave; we made
available the means for those who wished to take advantage of
them.

Q:

What has been the involvement of the PLO i.n the evacuation?
And doesn't the President's tacit acknowledgement of the part
they played elevate their status in the eyes of other nations?

A:

We received assurances from all the parties that those we
were assisting w.> uld be able to depart ·sefely.
(Only IF PRESSED: These assurances were received through
third parties including the Palestinians among others).

As to

whether the President's r t::"Ul,lrks enhance the pasition of the PLO,
I would say that you have to look at this operation as basically
humanitarian with a dangerous situation on the ground and not

rea~
beyond that.
~

We appreciate the efforts of

all those who helped in the evacuation.

Q:

How many Americans are nolilin Beirut?

A:

We cannot pin down the exact nurrber of Americans in Lebanon, but

In Lebanon?

reports in the press that there are 1800 in Beirut are exaggerated. ,..

'

-3-

(If PRESSED)A closer approximation would be 1400 in Lebanon of

which perhaps half are in Beirut).

Q:

What is our attitude toward the Pan Arab force that is moving
toward the airport to restore order?

A:

Our position on the Pan Arab force remains as Secretary Kissinger
Etated last week

I would not want to go beyond that at this

time.

•
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE
DPC 137
TRANSCRIPT OF PRESS, RADIO AND TELEVISION NEWS BRIEFING
FRIDAY, JULY 23, 1976, 12:58 P.M.
(ON THE RECORD UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED)
MR. BROWN:

Good afternoon.

I have two

announcements.
Available in the office is the statement of
Fred C. Ikle, Director of ACDA, before the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee.

Mr. Ikle appeared at

ten o'clock this morning,· and hef disc-ussed Senate Bill
Number 1439, which would reorganize the export functions
of the Federal Government in.the civil nuclear field.
- - ....... "'""""' --- - - - - Second, James J. Blake is being sworn in this
afternoon at 4:30
have his

b~?gr~phy

as Ambassador to Iceland, and we \vill
available at__that time.

Questions?

Q

Yes.

A

Yes, Jim.

Q

In Belgrade the Yugoslavs released Laslo

Toth, a Yugoslav-born American, from prison.
have any comment on that?

One, do you

~,""'·

(i
\::r;
'~
\\ ,_;.

''

A-2
Two, do you have any comment on the remarks
by our Ambassador, Lawrence Silberman, who said he
was criticized by the Eastern European section of this
Department for his efforts to free Toth.

He quotes

the Eastern European section as saying, "I was being
undiplomatic for pressing the case."
A

Jim, I do have something to say on that.

I will take your second question first, if I may.
No, it is not true that Ambassador Silberman
was reprimanded at all.
of reprimanding the

There was never any question

Ambassador...--_._-1\mbq.~_sador

Silberman

has done an excellent job in keeping the TOth case
before the Government of Yugoslavia and in finally

Now, I _think the main point to bear in mind
is that all concerned offices and officers of the
State Department have been actively and continuously
involved in the efforts of the Government and of the
Embassy in Belgrade to secure Mr. Toth's release.
I'll just mention a couple of things.
more than forty separate occasions senior

u.s.

On
officials,

including Ambassador Silberman, Deputy Secretaries

A-3
Ingersoll and Robinson,-Counsellor Sonnenfeldt, and
Assistant Secretary Hartman, on instructions of
Secretary Kissinger, met with Yugoslav officials
here in Washington and in Belgrade -- their purpose,
to urge a prompt and satisfactory resolution of the

ca~e.

I will just also mention that on innumerable
additional occasions the Embassy in Belgrade and State
representatives here kept
authorities

matter before the Yugoslav

L~e

in the most forceful ter:ms-. . We have consistently

made clear that the highest levels of this Government
regard Mr. Toth's case as a serious obstacle to the
improvement of u.s.-Yugoslav relations.
Fred --

Q
A

- - .....

~

May I say one more thing,

...,.....

-

-~

-

-

.

~

~--

Ji~.

.

Finally, the Secretary has been fully informed
of the Toth case and has been concerned and involved in
its satisfactory resolution since-its inception.
Does that answer your question?
Q

Well, you answer a question I didn't ask.

I didn't say he was reprimanded, and I don't think he
directly said that he was

quote-- "reprimanded ...

What he has said was that he was accused of being
undiplomatic for pressing the case as hard as he did.

A-4
que~t~on

is there seems to have been

although many contacts

there seems to have been

The

some cross purposes and he was -- to get away from the
specific legal term of "repriman'd'r --- ·he was criticized
by this Department.
A

Is that the case?

No, that is not accurate at all.

That is

not accurate.
Not criticized?

Q

was pleased with the way_be
A

In fact, the Department

d~alt
~

/

..

...with. the matter?
""

The characterization of Ambassador

Silberman having been criticized by some level or
another of the Department is :Cnaccur"ifte.
Was there any fault found with the way

Q

he went about this?

-

-~~

A

---

No.

I think I have described to you how

all levels of the Government cooperated and did what was
po~?.sible

under the circumstance-S to gain Mr. Toth's

_.~elease.

And I think you have to bear in mind that

he has been released and he is on his way back to the
United States, which is the outcome of our efforts.
Q

The immovable object has met the

irresistable force.

How do you explain the Ambassador

who has been praised for the way he conducted this case,

A-5
which is what I understand that you are-doing-- feeling
that he was criticized?
A

What I am saying is that we feel
..

Ambassador Silberman did a good job in keeping the
case before the Yugoslavs and representing very forcefully
our position.

A lot of other people did too, as I have tried

to make plain.

I think it would be very inaccurate

to say that there was any lack of zeal or lack of
interest on the part of the State.·Bepa-rtment in pushing
the Toth case.

Q

Will there be any action by the Department

at any level taken now against Ambassador Silberman for
making statements such as -- quote -- "To these people
diplomacy is apparently the

--

_...... , .......

-

-

_,_

..-

-

pas~ive

pursuit of American

interests, and I don't accept that 11 ?
A
Q--

I haven't any idea on that, Jim.
·In other words, Efiat -is a possibility

that there could be disciplinary action taken now
because of his public statements?
A

I have no knowledge of any kind of

disciplinary action.
Q

Did he violate any rules, written or

otherwise, by going public with this internal dispute?

A-6

A

I do not know whether there are any

written rules on an Ambassador

Q

Unwritten?

A

Written or

unwritte~

rules on an Ambassador

making a press statement or expressing his point of view.

Q

Have the Yugoslav authorities or the

Yugoslav press had any comments about Ambassador Silberman's
conduct?
A

Not that I am aware of.

Q

Do you know whether he is a career man?

A

No, Ambassador Silberman is not a career

Foreign Service Officer • .
Q

He's a former Deputy Attorney General.

What was he, a special Deputy?
-:p;~-

... I -tnink -be

was a- Deputy

{Attorney General) , yes.

Q

Was there any internal dispute?

A

Internal dispute in what sense, Marvin?

Q

Did Silverman say we ought to move a

little faster and the Department either ignore him or
move slower?
A

I am not informed of the give and take

over the last year in devising our policy with regard
to the Toth case.

I really cannot answer that.

I do

A-7
not know about the question of dispute.

Certainly

alternatives must have been discussed.
Certainly what the Amba.ssador says then

Q
you'r~

pot challenging.
A

I really do not want to get into challenging

or refuting Ambassador Silbermanon the nuts and bolts of
how the case was handled.

I think I have really tried

to indicate that a lot o:f-people.cooperated in what
ultimately has been a successful effort in getting
Mr. Toth released, and I think that is the main point
we have to bear in mind.

Q

Is the Secretary of State among those who

consider that Ambassador Silberman
has been doing a
- - - --- - .. ----

_

...... 0

..... .o~

great job in Yugoslavia?
A

I think I have already addressed that.

e-

I'm asking whetl1E:!r the Secretary of

.State personally has said this.
A

I do not know what the Secretary of State

has said directly to Mr. Silberman, but I do know that
the Secretary has supported the efforts to get Mr. Toth
released and has been fully informed and directly
concerned throughout.

fu

A-B
No., I mean in this combination which

Q

you expressed about the feelings or about Ambassador
Silberman's conduct, is the Secretary of State associated
personally with this commendation?
A

I am sure he feels that the Ambassador

did a very competent job in, as I say, keeping the case
before the Yugoslavs and pressing it to a successful
conclusion.

Q

Fred, on another.subject?

A

Yes, Jim.

Q

Can I just finish this one please?

The main object, getting Toth out of jail, is
now fulfilled.

Does the Department of State plan any

further action?
A

Action with regard

Q

In the case.

-'k

Q

to what?

• With regard to Toth ?-

Well, in regard to the Yugoslavs who put

him in jail.
A

Not that I am aware of.

I do not know

what action it would be possible for the United States
Government to take.

I do not know of any appropriate

.:action that we could take now that the case has been

A-9
appropriately resolVed.
Q

Why was his detention, when he was under

detention, an obstacle to better relations with
because he is an American, or is there

Yugoslavia

something specific?
A
citizen.

It is our view that he is an American

Of course, the Yugoslavs did not recognize

that fact, and we were not given consular access to
him.
held.

.we felt there were no grounds for his being
And I think it must be clear if there were forty

high level demarches made

o~

this subject, not to

-

...

~:.---·

mention the numerous other ones during the period of almost
a year, this had to be a bone of contention between the
two gover_pments ,_which. I think--has been now resolved.
Q

Has he been held for a year?

A

I

Q

Almost a year.

A

Yes.

Q

Just so we can get our definition of

think it was August

I

75 •

Let me check

that.

August 6 of last year.

terms right, 'WOuld it be correct to describe these forty
high-level contacts as American protests?

·'
'

..

..
',:)

·'

·~

..

A-10
A

No, I do not think you would categorize

all forty as protests.

There are many times; as you

know, in an Embassy overseas when. you, go into the
host government and make your position clear.
that is not a protest.

Now,

A protest is reserved for very

strong language.

Q

Were there any protests?

A

I do not know whether any of the high

level demarches could be properly classified as -- quote.
protests

unquote.
Q

Why is taking a:-·.picture of a sugar factory

considered espionage?
A

That is the interpretation of the

authoritles~i~ Yugoslavia, and I certainly would not

hazard a guess as to why that was considered espionage.

Q

Do they have

an~~he~

concept of what he

was doing than industrial -A

I have no idea.

Q

Did they drop the charge or pardon him

or terminate the sentence?
A

I understand that they decided he was not

a Yugoslav citizen and therefore could be deporte1.
is my understanding·.

That

A-ll

States.

Q

Where is he now?

A

He is on his way back to the United

I think he gets into New _York this afternoon

and then goes immediately on to Denver.

That is his

hometown, Denver.
When does he actually leave the security

Q

of the United States officials in Yugoslavia, when he
boards the plane?

Or is he under

u.s. official

association or security until he actually lands in
New York, and is a free ma.n.
A

You don't.mean

.§~curity;
•

_.,.,

+

...r ..-"

•

you probably

mean protection.
Well, once he is in an airplane traveling
over international· territory,· if he is traveling by an
American carrier I presume that it t..-ould be considered
under

An~rican

auspices, but I doubt very much that he

has any kind of special security once he gets on board
"'-'~

that airplane.
Q

Do you have any more details on his

arrival in New York?
A

I do not.

I don't have a time.

He is

arriving in New York this afternoon and goes immediately
to Denver.

Arrival in Denver at 6:50 --that must be

A-12
Denver time-- in_the evening.

Yes, it .is local time.

Anything more on Mr. Toth?
Q

Can we go to the PLO?

Q

Can we go to Evans and Novak?

Q.

That's the same question.

A

Yes, who has the --

Q

The question, Fred -- in this

morn~ng•s

paper Mr. Evans and Novak,--with a ·grea-t wealth of
details, maintain that there is acute conce'rn in the
Administration over the possibility that the FLO and its
•

~r

leader, Mr. Arafat, are holding Americans and other foreign
nationals as virtual hostages in Beirut.

Is there

indeed such concern felt
Administration?
_ - in
- -the
- ---

-- __ ...........A

_,

I went into this in some det3il yesterday

and gave you our reasons for postponing the
We are

havin~

evacuation.

daily exchanges with ail the parties

concerned regarding the situation in Lebanon.

We are

not going to talk about these exchanges or go into any
other details until the evacuation is completed.

And I

would just like to underline that the evacuation will be
completed, and until it is over and done with we are
simply not going to go into other aspects of it.
{Continued on page

B-1)
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Q

Fredj the question is not about the

exchanges, the question is about our appraisal
Government's appraisal -- of what is going on.

the

u.s.

And with

all respect, we are talking about at least the safety
and possibly the lives of a considerable number of Americans
including officials.
I wonder whether it is
comment on that.
A

~roper

to refuse all

It's a serious question.

I know it is-a serious,question and I have

given you our explanation of the situation.
I am not going to go into speculation or any
__

~:-~_.

digression on it.

-.··.-

We expect the evacuation to be completed

and our paramount aim is to get these Americans who want
to depart L 9_y:t;__ o(

B~:i-rll.:t- safely~

and as soon as possible.

And I think it is worth mentioning,also, that
this is not only our concern, but the concern of other
nations whose citizens are in Beirut, and they share our
p-urpose.
Q

The major thrust of the column, or

the column certainly underscores how importantly the PLO
figures in this rescue effort -- this evacuation effort.
A

Yes.

B 2

Q

So first let me ask you if your daily

exchanges involve exchanges with the PLO;

and if your

response is what it has been until- now,. how can you not·
have daily exchanges with the PLO if, indeed, as you see
demonstrated in this column again,

the PLO is a •Jery

direct part of this situation?
A

Barry, we are in contact with the various
I am not going to be specific

parties who are in Lebanon.

and I think it has been stated previously, that
had contact with the PLO.

And "I

,am

w~

have not

not going to expand

on that.

Q

Is that still true?

A

It is true.

We are engaged in talking to

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~><

-

all the parties.

Q

But not the PLO?

A

I think that hasjP-een stated and made very clear

Q

No -- you just said that today.

A

I am saying we are in contact with the

before.

various parties that have an interest in the situation
there on the ground.

We are making our judgments based

B 3

on what information we receive

from them and we are
th~

making decisions with regard to

evacuation on the basis

of that information.
And I am not going to expand on that.·
Q

Fred, don't you think the PLO is on the

-- one of the parties on the ground?
A

I am not going to go beyond what I hue said

Q

But you said, "All the parties" and the

so far.

PLO is a party.

.

'"":- _-_-

-_.. _- ..

_

-

,. .

.

Are you in contact with the PLO through a second
party?

said, if I may.
Q
said?

But Fred, can we be clear about what you have

I heard you say simply that

it has been said

before that we have not had contact with the PLO
A

That has been said.

Q

We know it has been said.

has been said.
A

Right.

That's true, it

B 4

Q

But you are reluctant to say now

have not had any communications with the PLO.

that we
Is that

where we are?
A

No, I am not reluctant at all.

Q

Well can you tell us --

A

I have said that we are in contact with the

parties concerned, and we are not going to go into details
on those contacts, or provide any other information until
the evacuation is safely ~~rried

off: .

And I think that Ls a very .. understandable
position on our part, not to.go further on it .
.. :.----·....- -.---.

Q

• -

.r-

But will you answer the question

whether

there's
.Q. -~'-.It -is- understandable -- but my problem here is

that if we are in contact with the

part~es·concerned

and I think at one point you said "all" the parties
concerned although I might stand corrected on that.
And that, ergo, means the PLO.
A

I have said we are in contact with the parties

concerned.

Q

You said, "All parties."

A

Well you can say "the parties" or "all parties".
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Q

You said, "all."

A

All right.

Q

Which would include

Q

There is no problem later?

A

And I am r-ot making that inclusive, or ex-

elusive.

~-

Right?
Q

But it becomes inclusive.

Q

If you say, . 11 All parties," you are talking about
.

It becomes inclusive

the PLO.

. ..... *.""

--

It becomes inclusive.

.

there is not

--

there is

no way, there is just no alternative.
A
stated it:

Let's just ·leave·:·.i·t--th&,.way we originally
that we are in contact with the parties concerned

and we are not going to go into any kind of detailed
discussion-~---~

Q

Excuse me, my notes say, "All the parties

concerned."
A

Well you can leave your notes that way

you wish.
All right, let's just leave it at that.

Q

Could you repeat for us that the United

States is not in direct contact with the PLO?
A

*

I can repeat that, yes. *

See subsequent clarification on final page.

if
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Q

You can?

A

Yes.

Q

Well, fine.

So what.

w~s

the big fuss about,

a moment ago?
A

All right.

Q

"Not in direct contact,"· is that the word?

A

That is correct.

Q

Now, can you tell us whether the United States

is in .. indirect.. contact with the PLO?
A

Joe, I am not going to go any further than

what I have said.

All right., .le:t's
just leave it at that.
- -. _.. ,._, .

We can quibble all day on

-.-•,

11

all,"

11

exclusive,"

11

inclusive," or

what have you ?
But ~I--'think 'i t--1s -really pretty clear,

just to recap:

Daily exchange with the parties concerned.
Not going to talk about these exchanges until
the evacuation is successfully completed.
And we intend to go ahead with it at the appropriate
time, based on our best judgment of the situation on the
ground.

Q

Fred, I bet you think that does it. (Laughter)

Well, I have another question:

The definition of

the PLO, you·know, has always been a slippery thing.

B 7
A

Yes.

Q

So let me just make it very simple:

When you say we have not been-in contact with the
PLO

we have not been in contact with

any element of the PLO?
A

Is that correct?

Barry, we have gone s-round and around on

this definition of contact, direct,
really don't want to say

Q
A

Q

~pymore

indirec~

etc.

I

on this, today.

But I mean, the PLO is an umbrella group -.Yes.And its menibershlp-chan:ges as befitting a

particular situation or a strategic need.
A

Yes.

Q

Or other acts.

A

Yes.

Q

When you say you _are not in contact with the

- _...... -....

PLO, are you

not in contact with any part of the organiza-

tion that calls itself the Palestine Liberation Organization?
A
leave

Barry, you

kno~

I would just really like to

it the way we have it.
Q

There is some dispute over whether George

Habash is in the PLO right now, or not.
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A

Yes.-· ·· ·--

I really cannot get into a dissection of the
various Palestinian organizations. .
Q

Oh, I don't want you to.

But will you rule

out any contact with any PLO element?
A

I think we have ruled that out.
0. K.?

just leave it at that.

Q

So let's

Is the PLO acquiescence a prerequisite for safe

evacuation of Americans from Lebanon?
A

I am not going to go beyond what I have said

on this.
·=---~-- -.-~.-

Q
A

Indirect acquiescence ?
I am not going to go any further than what

I have said- .on- this". -

Q

-- -· - · · - ---

Fred, do you think that the PLO has an interest

on the ground?
A

I'm sorry, Francois, would you say that again?

Q

Do you think the PLO has an interest on the

A

I am not going to characterize the attitudes

ground?

or

interests of the PLO.

Q

How about Evans and Novak now?

A

O.K., .Marvin?

B 9
Q

Are you hopeful for an evacuation imminently?

A

I have no.indication that it is absolutely

imminent.

As I say, this is a question for the Embassy

to evaluate, and I have no indication that it is "imminent"
if by that you mean in the next twelve or twenty-four hours.

Q

Would you say the three major methods of

evacuation are still under consideration -- meaning ground,
air and sea -- and giving about equal due at this point -equal consideration?
A

At the moment, our planning is still based on

the idea of the land convoy, ·Bal:ry. · -"
We are not going to rule out other alternatives
But again, this is a
should they prove more practical.
-.. - - . - .
-- _,._, judgment call by the Embassy in Beirut.
"-

~·

Q

Yes.

Q

If we are finished with that, I have one more

question about the Toth affair.

A

O.K.

Q

You said that there had been high level contacts

and that there had been high level support for the efforts
..
,.""•'"

",

·,

to release him.
A

Yes.

A

Ambassador Silberman agrees that this is the

B 10
case, according to the accounts from there.
What he says, and you haven't addressed here, is
that the middle level of the State

Depa~tment

bureaucracy,

specifically the East European Desk, in fact opposed his
efforts and -- to use your earlier word --BAsked Kissinger
to reprimand him for his insistent efforts."
Is that true?
A

That is not true.

Q

Fred, do you have anything to say about the

provisional government that has been established by Mr.
Jumblatt, in Beirut, or in Lebanon? .
A

-~-

No, I really do not have anything to say

about that.

Q-

-~·How-many people have signed up for the convoy

of all nationalities?
A

I was asked that question yesterday, and I

was told that the number we gave for the July 20 evacuation
is still the number we are carrying.

I do not have the

number with me, but it was po!3ted·yesterday.
Do you have that, Barry?

Q

Yes, it was, and it stated that it stayed the same.

A

It stayed the same because we have not taken

B 11
another nose count.
Now if the evacuation were to take place, for
instance,the day after tomorrow, there .would be another
nose count and update.
adding 1 hour-by-hour 1

But we are not subtracting and
Je~·~ry.

Yes.

Q
and the

u.s.

Fred, would you say that with each day that passes
is unable to effect an evacuation from Beirut,

that there would be heightened concern in this building

u.s.

about the

A

capacity to do so?
No, I do not

thin~~I

could say that, Marvin.

I think our concern is already very high, and I
wouldn't put a time factor on it.

-

Our concern is already

..... ,,.., ....

very strong.
Q

Are there any

close to the Lebanese

u.s.

Naval vessels in the waters

seaports,_~ha~

might be used for the

evacuation?
A

The Sixth Fleet, as you know, has traditionally,

in a situation like this, been within call.

Whether

it is within 50 miles or 500 miles, I could not say.

But

I feel sure that they are in an appropriate position, Joe.
I cannot give you -- we do not reveal the

P+,e<?Ise
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location, obviousfy, ·-of the Fleet.

Q

But· it is there.

What comes to my mind is whether or not the

preparation for sea evacuation may be a factor in the
delay because of the land group being bargained with through
the PLO

which is not satisfactory -A

I am not going to speculate on that.

That is your idea.

Q

Fred.

A

Yes.

Q

The United States, earlier, had a stated

position against the

partit~o~-~f
•

the civil war there?
A

--

Lebanon as a solution to

-:·<--

.

...,

r-

Does that position still hold?

I would like to repeat what we have said

before, in-·a-nswer- to -you-r question -- that· the United States
is opposed to the partition in Lebanon.
that is:

So the answer to

Yes.
Our aim remains a political accommodation among

the parties which will sustain a solution, maintaining the
territorial integrity, political independence, national
sovereignty and unity of the country

Q

of

Lebanon.

Were you asked yesterday about this number two

man in the PLO?

I
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A

Yes, I was, Marvin.

Q

O.K.

A

Francois has one more question.

Thank you.

'

Q

the

Fred, do you have any comment to make OL

two French nuclear tests which took place last month

on the lOth of July and 22nd of July?

It has just been

announced.
A

I have not -seen the.announcement, Francois.
)

Did that come out this morning?
Q

It came out -- yes.

A

I do not have any comment to make at this time.

--Q ..................Do
A

Yes.

you think you might have something?

_ Let me look into it, o.k.?

I was not aware of it.
Q--

-Thank you.

A

Thank you •.

[The proceedings ended at 1:25 p.m.]
*ADDENDUM TO THE RECORD GIVEN TO JOUR.~ALISTS IN THE PRESS !WOH FOLLOWING
THE BRIEFING:
"To clarify Jor you our position on the security situation in Beirut, it is recognized that the Palestinians are an important element in maintaining securit in
West Beirut. Therefore, any arrangements rela ·
o secur1t necessar1
t e •I
1s t e way you s1ou
1.nterpret what I have said."
In answer to further questions about possible contacts with the PLO, the Spokesman
said: "If what you are getting at is whether our policy toward the PLO has
changed, the answer is E£•
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NOTICE TO THE PRESS

This is to inform you that the reduction ofthe Embassy in Beirut and
the evacuation of Americans, which the President ordered last week,
will be carried out by sea on Tuesday. The following announcement is
being made in Beirut tonight.

#

#
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EVACUATION

Q:

Why rtid you abandon the road convoy for a sea departure?

A:

On the basis of our exchanges with the parties involved in
maintaining security for an evacuation, it was decided that
departure by sea is the safest way to do it.

Q:

By

11

all the parties involved 11 do you mean to include the PLO?

q~ ru·iU;.<o~J... -tW..s: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ J~,
A:

""t-eea

}

'Taie il'l:ehttilee ee!'l:fle:ct with the PLO at the local level of

;.ea..s,::; A

-\o

v...u.

Q:

Does this indicate a change of policy toward the PLO?

A:

No,

Q:

Does this mean that the President or Secretary Kissinger have been
in direct or indirect contact with Arafat on the evacuation?

A:

No they have not.

Q:

But private persons and convoys go to Damascus every day by
road safely. Why couldn't you?

-2-

A:

The security arrangements for a large number are necessarily
more difficult to assure than for a single car or small convoy.
The parties responsible for security advised us that the road

~

~not~

~k

secure, and the safest way to g o . by sea.

0:

Will Ambassador Seelye be corning out?

A:

That has not been decided,

0:

How many will be corning out?

A:

We will not know exactly how many until the registration is

~

~.,...,. ··~*""~ \a* \..VaL

complete, but 11-QltgR. figure s"'indicate that about four to five
hundred are expected to depart, and of that total approximately
160 will be Americans.

0:

How many were evacuated in June?

A:

A total of 279 were evacuated, and of that 116 all Americans.
[Refer to State any further questions on details of the 20 June
evacuation. ]

0:

Will you still reduce the Embassy staff?

A:

Yes, the Ernbas sy will be reduced to a minimal level of about
15 Americans.

ft'?

"ff)

To what level?
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Q:

Things are looking hetter in Lebanon-- the emplacement of
the Arab League fcrce and some hopeful indications from the
Syrian-Palestinian 1neeting -- why are we pressing for evacuation
now?

A:

Because of the increasingly difficult living conditions, liJI!!IIo

·

-=&ail to reduce the size of our Embassy to
~J.eeeea

\JJ\~
~

to function in current cucumstances.

~ a~iFz~td!h~t~n=a~ns
~~~6b.~'w..

~as.sa..~

a:.lo s clu:tt..
;,ltab is

~~~.

ac;:tuaUy

\"i-\c,;;

who

~+oo...4v~.

abo '-"ttnt te lear.•e, to the extent peeeible.

We contemplate

no such further organized departures and are therefore urging
all private Americans to take advantage of this opportunity to
dep:1.rt under U.S. Government auspices.

Q:

Does this mean you expect the situation to take a turn for the

A:

~r~7 ~ ~~0<-U-.~ ~. ~<TY'- t:t.uL ~
..
~
.
~a~~~
~a~ilv bl.t we judge · prudent in light of tj unpredictability
Beirut to evacufe as many
Americ

s as possible n

•

~~w~~~

.\:;o ~JJN.)('NJ.J«\ ~
Q:

.

You evacuated in June and now again in July; can we expect another
in August?

A:

'

No.
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Q:

Did the PLO approve this evacuation?
safe passage?

Have they guaranteed

A:

We have continued to have daily exchanges with"various parties ~1'\uo\~

~

~

'#1:1

Pzie:sti-R~s

in order to facilitate the departure

of Americans and other foreigners.
~kange&

we fl:aue decided

e~;;~

On the s:a&ili e£ theee

depart-aPe by sea.

We are

pleased that all parties have extended their full cooperation
\'1\Ci......~ (l.SS'v><"a..¥le4S; j J> S, i ~ tta.Y
to facilitate this departure. The situation~e al!no!!!t identical ~

i:o

the June evacuation, inclt:tding the issuanee of ase-a::Fa:~;;~ces giJ

Q:

What will you do about the remaining people in the Embassy
should the security situation become acute?

A:

We do not anticipate such a situation arising and I do not want
to speculate on a hypothetical case.

This Copy For_________________
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AT THE WHITE HOUSE
WITH RON NESSEN
AT 3:12 A.M.

EDT

JULY 27, 1976
TUESDAY
111R. NESSEN: The evacuation has been coMpleted
successfully. Let me backtrack ·from there and go to the
beg inn in~ and work my t.ray up to the present.
The President caMe over to Brent Scowcroft's
National Security rouncil office at about 1:25 a.m. He
vra'3 dressed in a blue suit and vrhite sport shirt. He had
taken a nap -- bepinninn: about 10:30 -- for about two hours
or so.
Shortlv after he arrived there, Don Rumsfeld
phoned and broupht him up to date. At that point the
ship had just about reached the beach. The President
spent the entire period of time monitoring the evacuation
from Brent's office. \Jith him, in addition to Brent, was
Dick Cheney, Jack ~1arsh, \1lillial'!l Hyland, and myself.
The monitoring took the form of talkinr- directly
to Don Rumsfeld at the Pentagon, the President talkinR
directly to Don and in sol'!le cases Brent Scot-;rcroft talking to
Don and relaying the messages to the President.
At approximately 2:25 Brent received a phone call
and relayedout loud to the people in his office the message,
~vhich r.;ras, "Everyone is on board."
Then, about five to seven
minutes later there ~ras another call ~.rhich Brent took and
out loudrePeated, "They have cleared the beach." They have
cleared the beach meant that the landing craft with the
evacuees on :tt han pulled al.;rav from the beach. About
15 or 20 minutes later the landing craft reached the
Mother ship off-shore, the CORONADO, safely.
0

Hhat time was that?

HR. NESSEN: I don't have an exact time on that
but it was about a half hour or so later,

The President then placed two phone calls, one
to Phil Habib, who was the head of the task force at the
State Department that was following the evacuation, and a
second call to Don Rumsfeld at the Pentagon.
HORE
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The President congratulated both men and both
groups and said to Don, "It t-Yent smoothly. There were
no incidents." The President left the NSC office at about
2:45, stopped in the Oval Office for about five minutes
and then went home.
The number of people taken off was approximately
300, includin~ AMerican citizens. I can't be any more
precise as to the exact number of people or the exact
nuJ'Tlber of Af'1.erican citizens. vJe won't be able to nail that
c'lown tonip.;ht.
The President is pleased that the evacuation was
carried out successfully. The President Hants to cong-ratulate
the officers and men of the Sixth Fleet and the members of
the U.S. Embassy in Beirut for having arranged a safe and
orderly evacuation of American and other foreign nationals.
The President also wants to express his gratitude
and sincere thanks to all others who gave their cooperation
to facilitate this departure.

Q

Does that include the PLO?

HR. NESSEN:

Q
~fR.

Yes.

Has the number of Embassy personnel unchanged?
NESSEN:

I think I said 28 this morning.

It

actually vras 27.

Q

That would leave about how many?

H:R.. NESSEN:

0

About 15 there.

27 evacuees?

HR. NESSEN:

That includes the Ambassador.

Q

Ron, was there any kind of military activity,
any kind of shooting or anything?

MR. NESSEN: No. As the President said, it went
smoothly. There Here no incidents. There was just
literally no incidents at all.

Q
t1R.

Q

They are on their way to Athens now?
NESSEN:

That is correct, yes.

Hhen are they expected to arrive?

HR. NESSEN:
about 40 hours.

If I remember, the last time it was
HORE
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Is this the last evacuation?

MR. NESSEN:

Yes, it is.

Q
Do you know whether there were women and
children involved?
HR. NESSEN: I just don't have a breakdown. I
know that the total number is approximately 300, of which
30 are press, but that is the only breakdown I have.

Q
l~R.

q
f\1R.

American press?
NESSEN:

l.fostly P...merican, yes.

Did the Anbassador come out?
NESSEN:

Ambassador Seelye caMe out, that is

correct.
0

He did?

()

He carrte out?

HR. NESSEN:
Q

~.fuat

He will, yes.

is his first name?

HR. NESSEN:

Q

He came out for consultations.

Is he flying back to Washington?

HR. NESSEN:
Q

Yes.

Talcott.

Is his correct title Ambassador?

MR. NESSEN: He is the President's Special
Representative but he has the title of Ambassador.
Q

And he is corning back?

"'1R. NESSEN:
for consultations.
0

no you know t-rhen he r,dll arrive here?

TvtR. NESSEN:
0

He r,rill be corninP' here to Hashinf.!'ton

~·7ill

I don't have the exact time.

the Ar!'bassador p;o back?

HR. NESSEN: It is a little premature to say
whether he will go back. vle will have to ~.Jait and see.

HORE
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Q

Hho is the man in charge then?

HR. NESSEN:
name I don't have.
0

#544-7/27

The Deputy Chief of Hission, whose

Nhat is the name of the Deputy?

HR. NESSEN: He will check to see if Brent is still
there and we -vdll g:et the name.
0

There is nobody at the Embassv

~1p. NESSEN:
No, there are 15 or so neople still
there to maintain an American presence and perform the
minimal functions of an Embassy.

Q

What is the estimate of Americans left?

rm. HESSEN: It is impossible to say because of
the confused situation.
Just to give you a little background on that,
those Americans who live in the Christian areas, if they had
wanted to get out, there is a ferry that runs three times a
week,for instance,to Cyprus, and there is no way of telling
how many left that way.
Individual cars have been getting through to
Damascus, so there is no way to tell how many have gone out
that way. The number of Americans has been reduced down
f~om, I think, 40,000 at the height to those Americans who
are left, many of them are Lebanese-Americans who have more
ties to Lebanon than they do to America.
0

It sounds like this place is going to blow

UP.

MR. NESSEN:

~vell

--

It is going to get worse.
massive withdrawal.
Q

This

.

l.S

a

HR, UESSEN: lJe don't have any information to
indicate anything other than what has already been going
on. The evacuation, as you know, resulted from the fact
that the living conditions there have deteriorated in terms
of no electricity, water, shortage of food, shortage of
fuel and the living conditions really made it too difficult
to maintain an Embassy of the size that we did before.
So, the decision was made to reduce the Embassy
to a minimum because of the difficult living conditions.
Once that decision was made, then Americans living there
~.qere notified that they r111ould no longer have full Embassy
services and protection, and that is t•7hy the evacuation was
urged.
t10RE
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T,'Jhy are all the newsmen going then?

HR. NESSEN:

You 'i·Jill have to ask them.

Do you know whether there
newsmen left there?
(l

HR. NESSEN:

are any American

I don't know that, Bob.

You are indicatinf> that Ambassador Seelye
Q
will not return?
M'P.. NESSEN: It is just premature to make a
dec is ion on that. l·ie vlill have to wait and see.

Q
to p-et out?

Did the American Embassy advise newsmen

H'R. NESSBN:
I don't think they singled out newsmen, Charlie. I think nev1smen were covered by the same
advice that l..ras oublished and broadcast to all Americans
t.rho 't-7ere left there.

Q

T1here was Kissinger \\raiting to be advised of

this?

MR. NESSEN: I think he was probably at home
being kept advised at home, as far as I kno'iv.
Ron, what kind of protection is now being
offered to any Americans left in Beirut?
Q

HR. NESSEN: There is just a minimal Embassy staff
and minimal Embassy services and protection available. As
the announcement of the evacuation said, the staff has been
reduced to a level and the conditions are such that the
Embassy cannot ruar,""lntee protection for Americans, legal
or otherwise.

0
Didn't the
the last evacuation?
'~>1R. NESSEN:
that is correct.

0
evacuation?

announcement also say this was

It is the last organized evacuation,

Hhat cooperation did the PLO give to the

HR. NESSEN: All the parties that are involved
Rave their assurances of a safe departure.
Q

Is there any additional leverage being

used?
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HR. NESSEN:
0

Not to l'!lY knowledge, it isn't.

Did you have any guards?

MR. NESSEN: I don't have a precise description
of the area around there.
0
Is this the first news that this thing was
successful or is the Pentagon announcing it?

MR. NESSEN: Bill Greener said he was leaving
his office to walk to his briefinR room at the saMe time I
walked down here to my briefing room. I think Bill will
have more of the military details whereas I have more of
the Presidential view.
The American charge'at the Embassy in Beirut is
Leamon Hunt, and he would be the senior American official
remaining in Beirut.

Q

Embassy~

If the group of Americans fled from the
wouldn't there be some attempt to help them get

out?
11R. NESSEN:
0

That is correct.

There would be some attempt?

.

Hn,. NESSEN:
There are no further plans for any
orgn.nized evacuation. That was made clear l.n the
announcement, in the broadcast.

THE PRESS: Thank you, Ron.
END
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MELOY MURDER

Q:

There are reports that Yasir Arafat's right-hand
man was responsible for the murders of Ambassador
Meloy, Mr. Waring and the driver. Do you have
any information on these reports?

A:

We have seen the news item but have nothing that
would confirm that report.

Q:

What is being done to find the murderers of
Meloy and the two others?
Kmkassaa~xxMax±H3

A:

We are committed to pursuing action to bring to justice
the murderers of Melor and the others.

We are acting

in a number of ways, and it would not help to discuss
in public the steps we are taking or the information
which we may receive.

But you may be assured that

we are not going to let the matter rest.

BACKGROUND ONLY (Not for public release);

There was a

similar report three weeks ago, xxxx~Hi which was also
unsubstantiated. We feel there is nothing to this report
either.)
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AT THE HHITE HOUSE
HITH RON NESSEN
AT 3:30 P.M.

EDT

JUNE 18, 19 76
FRIDAY
MR. NFSSF~: I don't really have very much. I
just wanted to keep you posted on where we stand. The only
thinp new that I have is that at 7:00 p.m. the President
r-1ill :meet pretty much the same rroup he has been meetinP:
with -- Kissinfer, Bush, Brown, Scowcroft -- to have a
final revie~..r of the evacuation plans. Other than that,
the President has been in the office all day doinp: paoerwork
and meeting with ~embers of the staff.

Q
Does the call to the Iowa Republican dinner
come before or after that meeting?
MR. NESSEN:
to be a call, Walt.

I

don~

even know if there is going

Q
Hell, we were led to believe this morning
that perhaps there wi 11. be a call. Is it now not going to
happen?

MR. NESSEN:

V.1ho led you to believe that?

Q

That was my understanding of what you have

Q

What is the likelihood of that?

said.

MR. NESSEN: I don 1 t'have any feeling for it one
way or the other, Phil.

Q
Ron, it is our understanding, I think it has
been on the wire, that exactly 30 of the 1400 and some odd
Americans and U.S. dependents have signed up for this convoy
out and there also were comments from Americans there that
t-Jashinpton seems much more concerned about the situation in
Lebanon than the Americans in Beirut do, which raises the
question of what kind of reports the President is getting
from there. How serious is the situation, or is it perhaps
overreacting?
HORE
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HR. NESSEN: I saw a UPI story that indicated
that well over 100 people had signed up and that the
number was increasing all the time and that the phones were
tied up with people calling for information.

Q
a while.

What is your information?

!1R. NESSEN: I have not checked the NSC cable for
I don't know what the number is.

Q
In terms of the evacuation, no troops are
going in at all and it is all being kind of British security
all the way through, is that it?
MR. NESSEN: First of all, let me say there is no
anticipation of any American troops being involved, but as
for the exact details of the evacuation, I am not going to
be able to give them to you, for obvious reasons.

Q
Ron, the State Department announced this
morning that they had received a guarantee of safe conduct
and the Associated Press followed that question up by asking
who was the safe conduct guaranteed from; in other words,
who provided it, and at that point they said we were not
going to say.
I am wondering, do you haveany idea why the
State Department would announce that we are getting a safe
conduct and then not say who is providing it so that it
illustrates what is safe? Are we dealing with the FLO or
not?
t1R. NESSEN: I didn't see that the State Department
had said anything like that.

Q

I can guarantee -- I just came from there.

I1R. NESSEN: For obvious reasons, in a very delicate
situatiqn like this, I am not going to spell out details of
the evacuation.

Q
How about Les' direct question?
dealing with the FLO?

Are we

MR. NESSEN: I think I have said all along through
this that there is no direct contact with the FLO.

Q
Could I ask, if there is no plan to use
American forces for the evaluation of American military forces,
why the President feels it necessary to stay here in the
White House and watch this evacuation being conducted by -or even if it is a relatively small evacuation of 150 people
with no American troops, why it is necessary for him to watchdog this thing this closely?
MORE
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MR. NESSEN: He needs to oversee the preparations
for the evacuation and follow the developments as they
occur.

Q
Ron, maybe a direct question. Many of
these questions are suggesting that this thing may be
trumped up domestically, at least. tVhat is your reaction
to those suggestions?
MR. HESSEN: Phil, that question is so far from
anything that compares to the reality of the situation
that I don't intend to dignify it with an answer.

Q

Nine days ago, Ron, the American Foreign
Service Association wrote a letter to the President
representing 9,000 Foreign Service protesting his entertainment of Numayri of Sudan, who had released the killers
of Ambassador Noel.
Dr. Kissinger has not even answered the letter.
Is the President going to ans\oJer the letter at all?
l1R. NESSEN:
answered, Les.

Q

I am sure the letter will be

It will?

HR. NESSEN: Those people you speak of, the question was raised here the other day, and I indicated then that
they were in jail in Cairo or somewhere in Egypt.
Q
Ron, I am glad you brought that up because
the State Department admitted this morning that no one from
the State Department that Mr. Funseth has ever heard of has
been in Egypt in the place where they are allegedly detained.
No one has any guarantee that they are not on a Mediterranean
villa or in a hotel or anything and the State Department -9,000 of them -- their Board of Governors said that we have
no guarantee that they will even serve out the seven-year
sentences.
Now, what about that? Do you have any other information on that? Does the President know that these people
are in jail that murdered Noel?
t1R. NESSEN:
The letter has arrived from the
association representing the employees of the State
Department.

Q

He will answer it?

NESSEN: The letter will be answered, and to
the best of my knowledge the people you speak of are
detained in Egypt.
~1R.
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MR. NESSEN: He needs to oversee the preparations
for the evacuation and follow the developments as they
occur.

Q
Ron, maybe a direct question. Many of
these questions are suggesting that this thing may be
trumped up domestically, at least. vlhat is your reaction
to those suggestions?
MR. HESSEN: Phil, that question is so far from
anything that compares to the reality of the situation
that I don't intend to dignify it with an answer.

Q
Nine days ago, Ron, the American Foreign
Service Association wrote a letter to the President
representing 9,000 Foreign Service protesting his entertainment of Numayri of Sudan, who had released the killers
of Ambassador Noel.
Dr. Kissinger has not even answered the letter.
Is the President going to ans\-Jer the letter at all?

HR. UESSEN:
answered, Les.

Q

I am sure the letter will be

It will?

HR. NESSEN: Those people you speak of, the question was raised here the other day, and I indicated then that
they were in jail in Cairo or somewhere in Egypt.

Q
Ron, I am glad you brought that up because
the State Department admitted this morning that no one from
the State Department that Mr. Funseth has ever heard of has
been in Egypt in the place where they are allegedly detained.
No one has any guarantee that they are not on a Hediterranean
villa or in a hotel or anything and the State Department -9,000 of them -- their Board of Governors said that we have
no guarantee that they will even serve out the seven-year
sentences.
Now, what about that? Do you have any other information on that? Does the President know that these people
are in jail that murdered Noel?
!1R. NESSEN:
The letter has arrived from the
association representing the employees of the State
Department.

Q

He will answer it?

~1R. NESSEN:
The letter will be answered, and to
the best of my knowledge the people you speak of are
detained in Egypt.
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Q
Ron, could 'lilre get back to the number of
people being evacuated? tvhen you last saw cables, was a
figure indicated? Do you have no information on the
number being --

MR. NESSEN:
short while ago.

I saw a UP! story, as I said, a

Q
I am talking about NSC figures or figures
from the American Embassy in Beirut.
MR. NESSEN:

Q

I have not seen a figure.

So, it might not even be a dozen, then?

MR. NESSEN:

I don't know exactly what the

issue is.

Q

What is the President being told about

this?
HR. NESSEN: I don't know what he is being told
about the number signing up, Fran.

Q
Ron, is the United States Government planning
to charter special planes to bring these people to Athens and
further?
MR. NESSEN:
they reach Damascus.

Q

I don't know what the plans are once
I will check for you.

Is Rumsfeld going to come back any earlier

than -MR. NESSEN: I don't have any indication that he
has changed his plans?

Q
Ron, was President Ford told about what the
wires were reporting about the convoy carrying the two
bodies being caught in cross-fire?
MR. NESSEN: I checked into that report. The
only thing that even vaguely resembles anything like that
report is that there was some fighting o
in the distance
nowhere near the convoy.

Q
This does not worry the President for the
particular safety of any of the Americans trying to go out
by convoy route?
HR. NESSEN: That is right.
MORE
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tvhy don't you check that report?

MR. HESSEN:

I have checked that report with the

NSC.

Q
Can't the NSC tell you how many people have
signed up for the evacuation ~omorrow?
MR. NESSEN: They certainly can, but I didn't ask
them. I didn't know it was an issue.

Q

How about asking?

MR. NESSEN:

I will ask.

Q
Ron, Jim Baker was at the Cabinet meeting
this morning and escorted the Secretary to wherever he
was going. My question is, did Baker report on the
delegate hunting at the Cabinet meeting?
MR. NESSEN: There were a number of things discussed at the Cabinet meeting, Phil.
Q

t·Jas that one of them?

MR. NESSEN: I am not going to say anything more
about the Cabinet meeting.
Is this an open Administration or not?

Q

~lhy?

Q

Was politics discussed?

HR. NESSEN:
cussed, Fran.

There were a number of things dis-

Q
Larry reported that Kissinger reported on
the Mideast situation. Now, why can't you tell us if
Baker reported on the delegate situation?
MR. HESSEH: I am just going to say there were a
number of other matters discussed, including legislative
proposals.

Q
Why did the President decide it was
necessary to have another meeting this evening? Could you
be more specific?
plans ,

~Jal

HR. NESSEN:
t.

To review the final evacuation

Q

Can you be more specific than that?

Q

You said make decisions.
HORE
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MR. NESSEU: I don't recall that I said make
decisions. If there are any decisions needed, he will
certainly make them.
Q

Will General Brown be at the meeting

tonight?

MR. NESSEN:
Q

will~

But still no American troops are involved?

}1R. NESSEN:
there will be.
Q

I anticipate that he

There is no anticipation that

Why does Brown keep coming to these meetings?

(Laughter)

MR. NESSEN:

What was that?

tJhat was the question--

! mean the answer?

Q

The reference to the Duke University appear-

ance.
MR. NESSEN:

I see.

Well, you know that the Sixth Fleet has been off
the coast there for a long time, I forget how long, but
in case they were needed in any way in an evacuation.
There are no plans for them.

Q

Ron, is something happening over there of
such a gravity as to necessitate or require this many
meetings of the President's national security advisers? I
mean, we don't know very much, so I have to ask a stupid
question like that. Is something happening over there of
such gravity that the President has to meet with his
national security advisers twice a day?

MR. NESSEN: A very delicate evacuation of
Americans who want to leave is being organized, Walt.
Q
Is something happening over there of such
gravity that the President is required to meet this
frequently with his national security advisers?
MR. NESSEN: I am telling you that a very delicate
evacuation of Americans who want to leave Lebanon is being
arranged, Walt, and obviously the President is having what
meetings he needs to oversee that process.

Q

What meeting

is this now, the fourth, the

fifth?
MORE
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you what meetings we have had.

Let Larry

give

Q
Ron, if you look back over reports on
Cabinet meetings since you have been Press Secretary and
since Mr. Ford has been President, you will find there have
been some rather detailed reports on what was discussed at
Cabinet meetings.
J1R. NESSEN:

That is correct.

Q
\Jhy have you decided not to tell us whether
or not they discussed the delegate count?

MR. NESSEN: I did tell you about the Kissinger
report, and I mentioned that there were some legislative
proposals discussed and other matters, and I would like to
leave it at that.

Q

Are you ashamed of any political talk that
happens in the Cabinet?
HR. NESSEN:
Q

I am not ashamed of anything, Ann.

\Jhat about his plans for tomorrow now?

MR. NESSEN:
the end of the day.

Ne will put out a schedule before

Q
V.Till you get us those NSC cable figures on
the number of evacuees as soon as possible?

t1R. NESSEN:
of that is.

Yes, I will see what the status

THE PRESS: Thank you.
END
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